P R O P E R

HOME
WORKOUT
GUIDE FOR A GREAT WORKOUT AT HOME

S E T T I N G

Eating right and getting plenty of exercise
are important to good health. Just like
having fresh fruits and vegetables, lean
meats and whole grains at your fingertips
in the kitchen, an exercise room right
under your roof

For a great workout, all you really need is
a small room with a few pieces of the
right exercise equipment, (you can even
do the workout with no zero equipment if
you are beginner) the proper setting, and
an energising atmosphere.

E N E R G I S I N G AT M O S P H E R E

comfort
NATURAL LIGHT

You don’t want your exercise efforts to be short-lived,
so make the workout room as comfortable as possible.
Provide plenty of natural light with pale-colored sheers
or blinds. A window with a view is even better if you
can open it during workouts.

SPACIOUS SETTING
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DAY 1, 3, and 7
STEP 2

STEP 1

STEP 3
A way to measure the intensity of your exer-

312
SETS

cise is to check you heart rate or pulse during

PUSH UPS

physical activity. These should be within a

REPETITIONS

target range during different levels of intensity.
According to the CDC, for moderate-intensity

STEP 5
STEP 4

5

MINUTES

WARMING UP
EXERCISE

physical activity, a person's target heart rate

310
SETS

REPETITIONS

315
SETS

REPETITIONS

ARM LATERAL
RAISES

360
SETS

BACK
SQUAT

should be 50% to 70% of his or her maximum
heart rate.

THE PLANK

SECONDS EACH
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DAY 2, 4, and 6
C A R D I O

W O R K O U T

Doing a quick cardio workout at
home is more accessible than you
might think. It is efficient, offers
convenience, and you may even
save money. Luckily, a good cardio
workout doesn't have to require a
ton of space or fancy equipment.
Souce: www.verywellfit.com

STAIRCASE EXERCISE
What: Using a staircase for everything from cardio to
strength training
Why: Walking stairs is an excellent cardio workout
and you can use the steps for a variety of other
exercises.

JUMP ROPE
What: Turning a rope with handles repeatedly while jumping
over it and (optional) chanting rhymes.
Why: It's great cardio, burning about 220 calories in 20 minutes. Jump ropes are inexpensive, travel well, require no special
skills, and can be used anywhere you have space.
sure to turn the rope with
TIP Make
your wrists, not your arms

JOG IN PLACE
What: Jogging in a stationary position.
Why: It's simple, accessible, gets the heart rate up, and is a great way to warm up for
more intense exercise.

TIP

Lift your feet an inch or two off
the ground and hop from foot
to foot, making sure to engage
your arms

BEAR CRAWL PUSH-UPS
What: Squatting to the floor, walking the hands out to do a push-up, walking the
hands back. and standing up... like a bear
Why: They get the heart rate way up while building strength and endurance.
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FITNESS DEFINITIONS

Warm-up. This is the act of preparing your body for the
stress of exercise.
Cooldown. This is the less-strenuous exercise you do to
cool your body down after the more intense part of your
workout.

Strength, weight, or resistance training. This type of
exercise is aimed at improving the strength and
function of muscles. Specific exercises are done to st
rengthen each muscle group.
Aerobic/cardiovascular activity. These are exercises that
are strenuous enough to temporarily speed up your
breathing and heart rate. Running, cycling, walking, swimming, and dancing fall in this category.

Flexibility training or stretching. This type of workout
enhances the range of motion of joints. Age and
inactivity tend to cause muscles, tendons, and

Bodyweight exercises are strength training exercises that

ligaments to shorten over time.

use the individual's own weight to provide resistance
against gravity. Bodyweight exercises can enhance a range
of biomotor abilities including strength, power, endurance,
speed, flexibility, coordination and balance.
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